HOW TO DIGITIZE A DATASET USING YOUR PHONE
This summer and fall, I decided that I wanted to digitize 600+ tables from the 1923-1936 Ministry of
Labour Gazette, a British government publication with detailed monthly data on unemployment in
different industries during the interwar period.
While many, many academic papers have used aggregated or partial data based on this series, to
digitize the entire dataset by hand would be an overwhelming (perhaps impossible) task. But there
are some dimensions of interwar unemployment that we can only really understand with a
complete series, including the different experiences of men and women under the unemployment
insurance system, the scale and nature of short-time work, and the distinct patterns of
unemployment across specific industries.
Motivated by these questions and my optimism about the power of new technology, I set out to find
with!

Before (data in book)

After (data on computer)

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
1. DATA
This method will work best with data that:






Is typewritten rather than handwritten. The technology for digitizing handwriting exists and is
improving, but in my judgement is not reliable or accurate enough yet to use for research
purposes.
Has clear formatting like headlines and column separators. This allows the software to recognize
the table structure better.
Is in a large table
Is repeated in a similar format. I had a two-page table for every month in the same format,
meaning I could use the same system for checking the accuracy of the digitizing over and over.



2. OCR SOFTWARE - ABBYY FINESCANNER IPHONE APP
OCR sta
scanned or uploaded somehow. For example, if you take a picture of a book and send it to your
computer, you will need to use OCR software to make the text searchable or editable.
In the early 2000s, the primary way people used OCR was scanning images into a desktop computer
program. Now, there are a plethora of OCR programs, apps, websites, and even pens that use a variety
of different methods for different purposes. For example, both Google Drive and Dropbox have
proprietary OCR models that can automatically recognize text in stored images or PDFs. A number of
open-source models also exist which are easy to adjust to meet the needs of a specific project.
For this project I used the ABBYY FineScanner iPhone App (available here). ABBYY is the industry
standard for commercial OCR for good reason
the results are accurate and table recognition is
built-in. Though I was prepared to train my own OCR to recognize these tables, there is no need to
reinvent the wheel when the technology is this advanced.
The Premium subscription for the FineScanner App, including all features, is only $9.99 for the first
year. This is a huge savings on the ABBYY desktop program, which as of writing costs a whopping
$119.99. More on how the app works below!

STEP 1: SCANNING YOUR DATA
OPEN THE FINESCANNER APP AND CREATE A NEW DOCUMENT
FineScanner
pages. In my case, I made one document for each year of data I was scanning, which contained the tables
for each month in that year.
To create a new document, click the red plus on the bottom of the screen.

PICK YOUR CAMERA SETTINGS
Across the top of the camera there are a number of options for your scanning. Here are the available options
and why I chose NOT to use any of them:





Autocapture: Automatically takes a photo once the edges of a document are recognized, without you
having to click the photo button. This is finicky in my opinion, and I often needed more time to line
up and flatten out what I was scanning.
Flash: Self-explanatory, but you should be doing your scanning in a place with good light so that
your photos are clearer.
oversized books like what I was using
Best of 3: This takes 3 photos and selects the best one automatically for you. I used this for about
half of my scanning but it made the process go very slowly. I got equally good (if not better) results
from just a single shot, which was also more efficient.

LINE UP YOUR DATA FOR THE SHOT
In this very
book holders, so every page I scanned I needed to get flat on the table.
By only scanning one page at a time (i.e. not over the binding of the
book), I could put that half of the book flat on the table with the other
side of the book held up at a 90 degree angle.

TAKE THE PICTURE
Hold your phone flat above the data, lining it up as straight as possible with
your data. Click the big button in the center to take the picture.

Flat on the table

You may see a prompt asking if you want to save the image to your Photos. This saves a copy of the raw
if it will be difficult to reference the original data again. But
take up some significant room on your phone and might be overkill.
After your first picture, it will take you back to the camera. This is how you can take multiple photos at once.
more than 5 or so in one batch just because that makes it harder to root out
and correct photography errors (see next step). But up to you!

CHECK PHOTOS FOR QUALITY
On the bottom right you should see a thumbnail of your image with a little red number indicating how many
Each photo will have been edited by the app for optimal OCR. Typically the contrast is increased and borders
may have been cropped out.

Original data in the book

A good scan of it

Occasionally the app will fail c

Oops

Oops again

SAVE

REPEAT HUNDREDS OF TIMES

This will bring up a screen called Document
Properties where you can enter a title for the
document and optional tags.

[Make sure to move onto the next steps with a
small test case of your data to make sure this
method works before spending hours scanning
hundreds more pages!]

corner), the document will show up on the main
app screen under My Documents. From here, you
can click on it to add more images if you need to,

Listen to a podcast or some local indie music.
This is the most time consuming part. Remind
yourself that it could be worse!

STEP 2: RECOGNIZE/OCR THE SCANS
Now for the easy part, where ABBYY does all the work.

“RECOGNIZE” THE DOCUMENT
S
This will prompt
you to pick the language of the document and the file type you want the text put into. ABBYY supports OCR
for over 100 languages which gives you a lot of flexibility!

to experiment with scanning straight into XLSX (Excel) format.
OCR model (usually costing hundreds of dollars) will be used on your PDF.
After recognizing your document, it will show up under My Documents as a DOCX.

SEND YOUR DOCX AND PDF TO YOUR COMPUTER
the Cloud (e.g. Dropbox) or send via email. I would recommend sending both the DOCX and the Large PDF
to your computer so that you can reference the original data when you get to data cleaning.

STEP 3: CLEAN AND COMPILE YOUR DATA
OPEN THE DOCX FILE ON YOUR COMPUTER AND EVALUATE
In the best case scenario, which happened for me around 75% of the time, the data was appropriately
placed into a table in Word. In this picture, you can see that the numbers are neatly aligned into the table.
d paste it into Excel.

because I could use the same industry list from month to month, just
copying and pasting over into Excel the updated numbers.
In the medium case scenario, which happened for me around 20% of the
time, the data was in long skinny text boxes rather than in a table. This
was annoying but you could copy and paste the numbers over to Excel
anyways to save on a little effort. Frequently, only a couple of columns
would be like this and the rest would be in an efficient table.
Sometimes, for whatever reason, the OCR completely failed to read the
numbers and I had to enter the data by hand into Excel. This was
obviously the worst case scenario, and it happened around 5% of the
time even though my PDF scans seemed neat and clear. Though this is
the time!
DOCX Output

BRING DATA OVER TO EXCEL AND CLEAN
Before compiling your data into a final Excel sheet, you might want to clean the data to ensure it is accurate
enough for your purposes. In my case, I put in many extra hours to make sure the data was absolutely
perfect, using a special Excel sheet to clean and verify each table.

this screen shot that the third column of numbers is a formula that has been filled down, summing the first
two columns of numbers. If the formula threw #VALUE, then I checked by hand the two cells that went into
it to make sure there were no accidental characters inserted by the OCR.
Then, I summed up each column and compared my results to the column totals given in the original data.
If one of these numbers did not match exactly the original data totals, then I went through by hand and
checked that the numbers in the column matched the relevant data. In most cases, developing this reusable
spreadsheet reduced the amount of work I had to check by hand by around 80%.

In my case, I used the same sheet over and over so that it would be already set up for each batch of new
numbers to be cleaned. Feel free to experiment with your own improvements!

PUT DATA INTO FINAL EXCEL SHEET
The last step is the simplest of them all. Just copy the data from your cleaning worksheet and paste (as
values) into your master data file!

ENDING THOUGHTS
This method definitely saved me time over digitizing all of this data by hand. However, it still took months
to scan 600+ tables into the app and then clean it meticulously.
Why use this method over easier methods like hiring an RA or mailing the books to another country to have
digitized? At least for this project, I really value the deep familiarity I developed with the data in the process
of digitizing it.
I also appreciated having control over every stage of
the process so I could ensure it meets the highest standards of accuracy, which is not always needed but is
essential to my current project.
ary.
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